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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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tazumal
It is the name of a very important archaeological site of El Salvador.  It is located in the municipality of Chalchuapa,
Department of Santa Ana .  It was a great Mayan settlement.

ta´bano
The correct term is horsefly.  It is the name of a Spanish independent theatre group.  It is also an insect similar to fly, but
larger that bites hard.  It belongs to the family Tabanidae and the order Diptera.  You have mouth picador-cortador and
blood-sucking habits.

tábano
It is the name of a Spanish independent theatre group.  It is also an insect similar to fly, but larger that bites hard. It
belongs to the family Tabanidae and the order Diptera.  You have mouth picador-cortador and blood-sucking habits.

tábata
Name of the witch girl of the series Bewitched (or Haunted), very famous television series.  She was the daughter of
Samantha and Darrin, granddaughter of Endora.  In English the name was Tabitha.  They can also pregintar by Tabata. 
It is the name of a method of training by intervals of short but very intense cycles and others of rest.  It was devised by
cardiologist Izumi Tabata. 

tácita
It means that it is not said or named but it is understood or assumed.

tácitamente
It means that it is in a way or way that although it is not said or named but is understood or assumed.  Quietly or quietly.

tálamo
It means bed, bed, bunk bed.  triclinium.  Furniture that used to sleep and rest.

tálpido
It is a term used in biology.  It means that it belongs to the family Talpidae, which is a family of placental mammals,
which includes desmants and moles.  They were previously classified in the Order Insectivora. 

támaras
The correct term is Tamara.  A surname is of Spanish origin Tamara and that exists in Colombia.  Tamara is also the
name of two villages: one in Spain and another in Colombia ( Department of Casanare ).

támbara
Tambara means support, guardian of a plant, especially of a vine.

támesis
Name of the main river in England.  It passes through London.  In English Thames .  In Colombia it is the name of a
municipality belonging to the Department of Antioquia. 



tánatos
In Greek mythology it was the embodiment of quiet death.  Keres was the embodiment of violent or bloody death.  It is
equivalent in Roman mythology to Mors or Letus. 

tángana
Riot, bustle, fight, scream, punch.  Fight that is presented with fist bumps and shouts.  Piece where the betting money is
placed. 

tántrico
Relative to tantra, which is a word of Sanskrit origin meaning to weave, weave, weave, warp or loom.  Tantra or
Tantrism is an esoteric doctrine that shows sexual desire as a form or argument for growing the spirit. 

tápana
It is one of the ways to call capers in Spain.  Caper or caper plant.  It is also called tápena, tápina, taperera, capria,
caparrón.  Its scientific name is Capparis spinosa and it belongs to the capparaceae or Capparidaceae family.  

táparo
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia is a skinny, old and unbaked horse.  Enclenque riding.  Rubbing, jamelgo, penco.  It
can also be a dungeon.

táparos
Plural of tacparus .  In the Eastern Plains of Colombia is the name given to a skinny, old and unbaked horse.  Enclenque
riding.  Rubbing, jamelgo, penco.  It can also be a type of pumpkin.

tápena
It is one of the ways to call capers in Spain.  P?lanta de alcaprra or caper.  It is also called tápana, tápina, taperera,
capria, caparrón.  Its scientific name is Capparis spinosa and it belongs to the capparaceae or Capparidaceae family.  

tárgum
It is a word from the Aramaic and Hebrew languages meaning interpretation.  Way to understand.  They are two books
of the Aramaics that he makes interpretation of the Hebrew Bible.  One is Onkelos's and Johnathan's. 

tárrago
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a Spanish journalist and writer of the XiX century, born in Granada.  His
full name was Torcuato Tárrago and Mateos.  It is also the common name of several herbaceous plants.  Two of them
are also known as salvias : one is the sage of the meadows ( Salvia pratensis ) and the other is the common one (
Salvia verbena ) ; the two are also called a rooster crest and are from the family Lamiaceae.   The vinegar or sorrel is
also called a sage ( Rumex acetosa of the family Polygonaceae ), the same as the bravious fennel ( Distichoselinum
tenuifolium of the family Apiaceae ).

tártago
It is one of the common names given to a toxic plant of medicinal and industrial uses.  it is also called piñoncillo, ratera,
muja, jalapa.  Its scientific name is Euphorbia lathyris and belongs to the family Euphorbiaceae. 

tártagos



Plural of tartar.  It is one of the common names given to a plant of the genus Ricinus also known as castors or fig trees). 

tbh
Means to be honest, being right is widely used in Facebook.  It is also an application to ask questions about friends.

tchagra
It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Malaconotidae.  They are known as slobs.  Most species are
colorful and males perform striking courtship displays.

te quiero
Statement of affection, love.

tea
Burner, torch, site where security is burned the excess gas in an oil well.

teaser
is a word in the English language that means puzzle or joker.  Also something difficult, laborious, that messes.  In
Spanish some use it as a synonym for flirt or seductive. 

teatina
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It belongs to the Asteraceae family.  In the Guarani language it is called
caángay, which means watercress plant or watercress grass.  It is toxic and has medicinal uses.  It is also known in the
region as caápétay.  In Colombia we call it chiva, vhiba or hemostatic plant, in Costa Rica Saint Lucia (and many more
names) and in Brazil quebrapedra.  Its scientific name is Ageratum conyzoides.  this plant has many regional names in
every country in South and Central America. 

teatino
Name given to the clergyman belonging to the Religious Order created by San Cayetano.  It means that it comes from or
is a native of Teate, which was the name of an ancient Italian village, now called Cheati, from the Lazio Region.  It is
also the name of an infusion that is taken to burn fat. 

teatrillo
Diminutive theater, very small theater.  Teratro for a few spectators.  Teatrino. 

tebas
In Colombia we say Thebes someone knowledgeable, wise, intelligent, very good knowledge.  Hard, strong, powerful,
wise.

tebe
Name of a natural satellite of Jupiter.  Some astronomers call it Jupiter XIV.  In Greek mythology, it was the name of a
nymph daughter of Asopus and Metope, who was Zeus' lover.  It was also called Thébe or Thebes.  She was the sister
of Aegina.  Some authors define her as the daughter of a king of Egypt.  Name of a French commune in the Poroneos . 

tebel



It is one of the names with which a star belonging to the Constellation Coachman (Auriga) is designated. 

tebeos
It is the same as cartoons or comics. Stories narrated with sequential drawings. Comic strips.

tecano
tecano is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tecano ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Tecano ( 41 own name;.  In Colombia Tecano is a surname.

tecato
It means vicious, drug user, drug, pepo, drug addict.  Addicted. 

techea
It is a Spanish surname from the Canary Islands.  Name of a real estate company from Las Palmas ( Gran Canaria ).

techie
It is a neologism that refers to a person who over-clings to technology.  Obsessed with technology.  It derives from the
English term Trch, which means technology. 

tecla
Each of the elements that make up a keyboard.  Piece of some musical instruments that is pressed with the fingers with
the intention of producing a certain sound.  A piece of some mechanisms or some machines, which are pressed with the
fingers with the intention of producing an effect or writing a number, symbol or letter.  Keyboard. 

tecladista
Musician who knows how to play the keyboard.  Person who in an orchestra performs music on the keyboard.  You can
also say keyboardist.

teclas
Key plural .  Pieces of some musical instruments that are pressed with the fingers with the intention of producing a
certain sound.  Part of some mechanisms or some machines, which are pressed with the fingers in order to produce an
effect or to write a number, symbol or a letter.  Keyboard. 

teclo
It means trembling.  that trembles.  It is a word of Quechua origin.  By extension old person, elderly. 

tecnica de dedos
It is the definition of digitopraxia or acupressure. Technique of massage made basically with the fingertips. It is very
useful for treatments in spinal problems.

tecnicismo
It refers to a term that is only handled by technicians, familiar with a specific field of science or specialists.  A technicality
is a term that is not in common use.



tecnofilia
It means love, passion or predilection for technology.  Love disproportionate by technology.

tecnologa
technology is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Technologist" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia, a
technologist is a woman who has graduated some of the technologies that are offered in the various technical institutes
of education. It is an intermediate degree between University bachilleres technicians and professionals. They tend to be
very well prepared in each of their fields. The Seine is an institution that prepares good technologists.

tecnologicas
technology is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Technological" being its meaning:<br>Technology-related.  It
is the set of aid, tools and applications that have been developed through the advancement of knowledge and scientific
discoveries.

tecnotopia
Tecnotopia is the same as tecnoutopia or tecnoficcion.  It is the technology that we imagine but that science can not
develop.

tecnóloga
It is the person who chooses a title in any of the technologies adopted by the State in different educational institutions. 
A middle career is considered and in many cases it may be complemented, with further studies, to opt for the
professional title.

teco
It is the way to call a technician who graduated as "Technical in Driving Physical-Sports Activities in the Natural
Environment".  Person who has received training in Physical and Sports Activities.  It is also a way to call the teak tree.  
It can also mean thief, thief.

tecoanapa
It is a municipality of Mexico in the State of Guerrero.  Its name means "the river of the Tiger" (or Tiger) in the river.  In
Tecoanapa there are carnivals of Devils and spirits.

tecolin
The correct term is tecolin, with tilde.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin, meaning charcoal.  In Mexico means malandrín,
perverse, thief, thief.  It is also a low-denomination coin.  Most used in plural.  The Tecolines, is the name of a Musical
Trio that performs boleros.  Dr.  Tecolin, is the stage name of a (hospital clown) comedian doctor Mexican called Sergio
Carvallo.

tecolote llanero
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a small bird of prey, of nocturnal habits.  It is also known as owl, nerd,
owl, buhito, murruco, spark plug.  In Cuba it is called Sijú and in Small Chile.  Its scientific name is Athene cunicularia
and belongs to the family Strigidae.  He makes his nest on the ground. 

tecomates
They are vessels made in pumpkins from a plant known as Tecomate or Totumo with scientific name Crescentia alata.
The fruits are dried and the pulp leaving a botija removed them. In Colombia we say gourds, Jiqueras. Tinajas or



Mucuras and are used to transport water or liquids. They are characterized by a long, thin neck. The origin of the word is
Nahuatl ( Tecomatl ). Also in Mexico say them jugs to pottery in the same way.

tectita
It is a term used in mineralogy and geology.  In Greek it means fused.  It is the driest mineral known.  It is actually
natural glass, usually formed by the impact of large meteorites. 

tectonismo
It is the branch of Geology that is dedicated to the study of the movements of the different terrestrial layers or tectonic
plates.  Study the formation, movement, deformation of rearrangement and construction of the different plates.

tecuán
It is an animal from l, to Aztec mythology.  In Honduras, it means Jaguar.  Name of a locality in Honduras . 

tedio
The feeling reflecting weariness, is hassle, exhaustion, boredom, monotony, routine, listlessness, apathy, disinterest.

teeselado
Teeselado or tessellation means made with tiles, or with small pieces of ceramic, colored stones, glass or terracotta, to
build mosaics.  Patterned mosaic.

tefilín
Object of ritual of the Jews.  It is a set of leather boxes and straps.  It is a word of Hebrew origin.  It means strap that
binds the Jews in the left arm and the head with which they give 7 turns (if the person is left-handed he uses it in the
right hand).  Phillactery (which is a word of Greek origin and means amulet, which is why it is not used by Jews). 

tegal
Tegal is the name of a city in Central Java, Indonesia.

tegantai
Name of an Ecology News Agency of Ecuador.  Name given in Huaorani or Avijiria language to the butterfly. 

tegua
In Colombia, it is a person who dares to formulate medicines without being a doctor.  medicine man. 

tegumento
In botany layer of outer skin of the trunk, of some organs or of the seeds of a plant.  Skin, crust, shell, membrane,
cuticle, phanera. 

tehuelche
It is the name of a dialect spoken in Patagonia.  It is also the name of the people who speak this language.  It is also
commonly called Aonikenk or Patagonés. 



teibolera
Cures is an attractive woman, who knows how to dance and delight with their dances on a table surface, hence the word
tei = tables bowling = dances, that people use it as derogatory is another thing. Dancer, dancing. Dancer's platforms. In
the popular platforms, cultural presentations that are observed by the whole community and they are presented works of
folklore are regional at no time are clubs and less than seedy.

teixeda
Name of tejeda in old Castilian .  It was also called Texeda.  Spanish locality of the Province of Salamanca in Castilla la
Mancha.  It is also a surname. 

teína
Name of one of the alkaloids found in tea.  It is a molecule exactly like cephein chemically.  It is a stimulant of nervous
sidtema and belongs to the group of methylxanthines. 

teínas
It is the same caffeine that is found in tea.  Alkaloid of the family of the caffeine found in tea.

teja
An integral part of a roof.  Cooked piece of clay shaped in the form of channel, which is used in the roofs.  Parts for a
roof, which can be made in clay, acrylic, plastic, cardboard or paroy.

tejar
Place where they make shingles and bricks.  Weave.  Action of covering a roof with shingles.  Weave, enter.  In Bogotá
is the name of a neighborhood and in Ibagué the name of a ravine and a neighborhood.

teje
It is an inflection of weaving.  It means settling urdir, Jenny, hatch, develop, schemed, forge.

tejeda
It is the name of a Spanish town in Gran Canaria.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a mountain range in
southern Spain (Cordillera Penibética).  Forest or vegetation where the yew (Taxus baccata) predominates as the
dominant tree.  It belongs to the family Taxaceae. 

tejemaneje
Ruse.  Half unclear or orthodox to get something.  Treta, trick.  It also means hustle and bustle, activity.  In Colombia it is
also used as a synonym for core, matter, quid. 

tejera
Person or woman who works in a weaving.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of Spanish footballer,
called Sergio Tejera Rodríguez.  He is a midfielder.  He currently plays for Cartagena in the Segunda División.  His
brother Héctor plays as a defender, in the Club Jupiter of Tercera División. 

tejeria
Place where tiles and bricks are made.  Factory or sale of tiles.  It can also be an inflection in conditional weaving mode.



tejero
Person who works in the weaving.  person who manufactures or sells shingles.  In Colombia person who sells or
manufactures yews, metal discs used for the game of turmequé or yew.  Surname of Spanish origin .  Surname of a
Spanish footballer, whose full name is Álvaro Tejero Sacristán and currently a player of Eibar.  Surname of a former
Spanish military officer named Antonio Tejero Molina and who led a coup d'état in 1981. 

tejido adiposo
It means greasy tissue.  Tissue that has lipids.  Fat, fat.

tejo
It is a sport native of Colombia, which was played by our indigenous peoples, is also called turmequé.  Wicks, polas and
embocinadas sport.  Each metal discs used to play turmequé.

tejocote
In Mexico it is the name of a shrub and its fruits.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and means sweet and sour fruit hard as a
stone.  This shrub has the scientific name Crataegus mexicana, belongs to the Rosaceae family.  It is also known as
manzanita, manzailla, manzana de Indias, manzana chilena, tejocotera and tejocote.  It is usually used to make
necklaces and also to make Christmas decorations. 

tejojote
The correct term is tejocote.  In Mexico it is the name of a shrub and its fruits.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and means
sweet and sour fruit hard as a stone.  This shrub has the scientific name Crataegus mexicana, belongs to the Rosaceae
family.  It is also known as manzanita, manzailla, manzana de Indias, manzana chilena, tejocotera and tejocote.  It is
usually used to make necklaces and also to make Christmas decorations. 

tejón
It is another of the common names given to the tasugo.  It is a small to medium butcher mammal of the family
Mustelidae.  Its scientific name is Meles meles.  It is distributed in Europe and Asia.  It feeds on insects, honey and small
vertebrates.  It has preferably nocturnal habits. 

tekmessa
A-line strapless floor or Tecmesa was the daughter of a King of Phrygia, called Teleutante.  During the Trojan war was
kidnapped by Ajax who made her their slave and with whom he had a son named Eurysaces.

tekorei
In Paraguay (Guarani), it means boring, disappointed, sad, tired, tired.

tela
Thin material made by the crisscrossing of many threads.  In Colombia and especially in Caldas, thin arepa, wafer type. 
Tissue.  Name of a Caribbean coastal city in Honduras.  In Chile it means sympathy, generosity, kindness (good
characteristics of a person).  In Peru it is a term used to disqualify the beauty of a woman.  Ugly.  It also means there
ignorant, brute, without knowledge.  In Spain it is another way to refer to money, silver. 

tela velveteen
It is a woven fabric of cotton with hair or short strands, seems the velvet or velveteen. It was developed in Manchester in
the 18th century. You can use curtains or costumes.



telalgia
It means painful sensation in the nipple.  In medicine it also means feeling pain somewhere far from where it originates.

teleasistencia
It means remote help using an advanced means of communication. 

teleaudiencia
In terms of communications is the population captive or faithful to a television program.  Adherents to a program or TV
programming.

telecafé
In Colombia it is the name of a Regional Television Channel, which is produced and broadcast in the Eje Cafetero
(Departments of Caldas, Risaralda and Quindio). 

telecom
In Colombia, it was one of the largest and most prestigious state-owned companies that existed in the field of
communications.  It was the acronym for National Telecommunications Company.  It was created on May 23, 1947 as a
result of the merger of the company Marconi Wireless Telegraph and Radio Nacional de Colombia.  It is also the name
of a telecommunications company that operates in Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay.  It's called Telecom Argentina S. 
To.  .  There are many companies worldwide and in the field of telecommunications that are called TELECOM (Morocco,
China, Egypt, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, France, etc.  ) 

telecreyente
Faithful who resort to doing their religious rites chained by a television network.  Who follows religious rites or masses
on television in the face of doing it in person in a church.

telecreyentes
It can be a way of calling people who follow religious rites on television because in many countries because of the
pandemic public or religious acts are not allowed in person in churches.  People who follow Mass or religious cults on
television. 

telefilme
It is a film for television.   Format for tv.

telefoneo
Inflection of telephoning, which means communicating by means of a telephone.  It can be by landline or cell phone
(mobile). 

telefonicas
The correct term is telephone, always with tilde.  It means about phones.  Generic name of companies providing
telephony service .

telegestion
Remote management.  Work or management that is done through networks or remotely. 



telele
It means soponcio, fainting, vahyde.  Passing loss of consciousness, usually caused by a strong impression.  Fading,
dizziness, weakness, discouragement.

telemarketing
It is the same thing I telemarketing. Market of products using television. Telesales.

telemedicina
It is medicine that is practiced remotely, using high technology.  It may refer to the development of simple consultations,
medical examinations, diagnosis and even surgical procedures. 

telera
Place or enclosed enclosure used for having animals.  It's usually discovered.  It can be synonymous with corral, lock,
fold, stable, stables, stable.  It can also be a class of white bread or a piece of plowing (the crossbar that joins the dental
and the bed).

telespiza
It means distant finpment, finment that lives far away.  It is the name of a genus of common Hawaiian finches.  Hawaiian
pinzones or sticks.  belong to the fringillidae family.

teletipo
Some time ago it was a device that was used to transmit news or messages in written way.  There was a transmitter and
receiver.  It consisted of a keyboard and the messages transmitted were called the same Tteletype, telex, teleprint or
telegram.  The apparatus was also called a telex, teleprinter or telegraph.  It is now in disuse due to the great advance of
communications.  

televigilancia
It is a type of surveillance service that is done by closed circuit television.  Tracking that is done by means of cameras
and a control center.  Remote surveillance service.  Permanent monitoring service using electronic security systems . 
They have applications that allow the user or customer to also receive the signal on their mobile or on their computer.

telémaco
In Greek mythology, character from The Odyssey, son of Penelope and Odysseus.  Male name of Greek origin meaning
the one who fights or fights from afar, so it can also mean archer. 

telliz
Thick layer that protects some animals, such as turtle or armadillo.  Protective or rigid limestone layer.  Shell, shell, shell,
armor.

tello
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also the name of a Municipality of the Department of Huila.  Name of
an archaeological site of Mesopotamia that was also called Girsu.  It is now called Tel Telloh and belongs to Iraq.  Tello
is also used as a male name.  it is of Germanic origin and means patient, calm.

telma



The a woman's name.  Feminine variant of Telmo.  It is of Greek origin and means "which is good".  Telma and Louise
(Thelma and Louise) is the name of a famous film by road, with Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon.

telmo
It is a name of male, of Greek origin and means kindly.  The Spanish priest Pedro González Telmo, was known as "San
Telmo".  He is the patron saint of sailors.  San Telmo is the name of a neighbourhood in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

teloloapán
In the Nahuatl language, means stone or Pebble shaped ball, bodoque or stone boluda.  It is the name of a municipality
in the State of Guerrero in Mexico.

teloma
In botany it is a terminal branch of a plant, carrying a sporangium. 

telophorus
In Ornitology is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Malaconotidae.  They are known as bubues. 
They are found south of the Sahara in Africa.  It means it flies away.

telsen
In Patagonés language or Aonikenk is the name of a grass plant well known as cortadera or duster.  It belongs to the
genus Cortadeira and the family Poaceae.  In Argentina is the name of a town in the Province of Chubut. 

telúrico
It means on or related to the sixth or the Earth.  Of the Earth.  It also means underground.  An earthquake or tremor, is
also called telluric movement,

temalcate
Temalcate or temalacatl is a word of Nahuatl origin that means wheel, grinding, stone stone of malino.

temba
In Cuba you mean old, old.  In Colombia, especially on the Pacific Coast it means slow, lerdo, sonso, gross.  From this
word is derived atembado or atembao, which have the same meanings.

temblador
It means it trembles.  In Colombia it is one of the common names of a fish that produces electric shocks.  It is also called
in Colombia electric angila, tremblón, poraqué, pilaké, gimnoto or simply eel.  It is also called a bandit knife fish.  Its
scientific name is Electrophorus electricus and belongs to the family Gymnotidae . 

temblón
In Colombia says temblon or temblador freshwater eels.  Fish that produces electric shock.  Electric eel, temblador,
gimnoto, pilake and poraquê.  Its scientific name is Electrophorus electricus and belongs to the naked-back Knifefish
family.

tembo



The Guaraní language is virile member, penis.  It also means hated person.  abominated, detested, repellent,
unbearable, unfriendly, odious, repulsive, repellent, nasty, annoying.

tememe
Inflection of fear. 

temerosas
It means fearful.  Who feel fear.  Plural of fearful . 

temesis
It is the name of a French audit and advisory company.  There's a chance they'll ask about Támesis.  If so, it is the name
of a river of England and that of a Colombian municipality of the Department of Antioquia. 

temesquite
temesquite is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Temezquite" as meaning:<br>Temezquite or better can is
one of the names in Mexico overlooking the tree's scientific name Lysiloma divaricata, of the family Fabaceae.  They
also say Mauto.  Use it to heal wounds or sores with knowledge of the cortex.

temik
Temik is the trading name of a poison used as a nematicide. Chemically it is a carbamate. It is also used as insecticide
and acaricide. Also referred to as Aldicarb. It is one of pesticides harmful to the environment because it is easily
washed, contaminate water and has residual action. It is the main cause of the pollution of the Aral Sea.

temis
In Greek mythology she was the goddess of Justice.  Together with Zeus were the fathers of the Moiras or
personifications of man's destiny.   Name of an editorial that is dedicated to printing texts of Law and Jurisprudence . 

temoroso
It means scary, cowardly, cowered.  Affected by fear.

tempeh
It is a cake-shaped food, which is made by natural and controlled fermentation of soy.  It is popular in Southeast Asia
and is very nutritious. 

temperar
In Colombia it is to spend a rest period in a favorable or warmer climate than usual.  Vacation, rest.  Temper.  Balance
the temperature of an environment. 

temperatura
It is the greater or lesser degree of heat that bodies present.  A quality that determines whether a body is hot or cold.  It
is measured with thermometers and there are different measurement scales. 

temperlinos
They are called temperlinos born, resident or related to the Argentine town of temperley, party Las Lomas de zamora in



the Buenos Aires Provinciua.  It also said temperlinos fans of the Football Club Temperley of the same locality in
Argentina.  Other nicknames are: Gasoleros or celestial.

tempero
It is an inflection of tempering.  Mean warm, vacation, travel to Earth warm, get away from the cold.  In Colombia, it
means to spend a season in hot Earth.  Holiday in a warmer place than usual.

templarios
Name of an ancient Christian military order.  Members of this order.  Ancient Christian knights.

temple
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for character, temperament, berraquero, genius, humor, nature, strength, mood,
wholeness. daring, decision and firmness.

templete
Derivative, diminutive and derogatory of temple.  Small temple.  Gazebo, kiosk ( kiosk) , gazebo, pavilion.  In
Architecture is a small structure that has a ceiling and supports and has no side walls.  It is used to protect from the sun
or rain and to cover a sculpture or an image.

templura
It can be considered as synonymous with temperance.  It means tempering quality, tempering condition.  Character,
genius, serenity, strength, spirit, daring. 

temporal
It means that it lasts little time.  Passenger, transitional, casual, fleeting, ephemeral.  On at the time.  It can also mean
bad weather at sea, storm, Gale, storm surge and storm.

tempranillo
It means precocious, which is advanced, early.  It is a grape variety, which ripens early. 

tempura
It's the name of a Japanese meal.  It consists of a frying of seafood and vegetables.  It's very fast to prepare. 

temu
It is more indicated fear.  In mapuche language, it is the name of a tree.  It is the arrayan whose scientific name is Luma
apiculata, which is a tree in the family Myrtaceae.  It is also called quetri, red stick, myrtle, Chilean arrayan or quellí

temuco
Temuco is a Chilean city, capital of Cautín province in the Region of the Araucania.la Word Temuco is a word of
mapuche language, " 34 Temu water; or " 34 Myrtle water;   ( Scientific name Luma apiculata, which is a tree in the
family Myrtaceae ). Temu is Myrtle in Mapuche language.

temy
It is a proper name, more suitable for women.  It has Canary-Guanche origin and means very esteemed ( a ).  It also has



as a Variant Temi .  It can be considered apocope of Artermio, Themystocles, Temildo or a rarer name still Temiabo or
Temiaba.

tena
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Cundinamarca.  It is the name or brand of disposable
diapers produced by Familia.  In Ecuador is the name of a city, which is the capital of the Province of Napo.  Name of a
river in Ecuador.

tenaces
Plural of tenacious .  It means resistant, firm, consistent, adherent.  It also means stubborn, persevering, persistent,
stubborn, constant, stubborn, stubborn.  Smooth, stubborn, constant, persistent, stubborn, persevering, firm, consistent. 

tenamasate
tenamasate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tenamaste" as meaning:<br>It is each of the three stones
with which a bonfire is improvised. Each of the three stones that form the stove and which gets the pot to cook.
Tenamaste, it comes from the Nahuatl Tenamastli Word.

tenamaste
It is a clay pot with its lid that is used to store or cook food.  It is also the Group of three stones which are used to make
a bonfire.  Womanly shaped stone for mashing beans, macerating.

tenampa
It means walled place or on the walls.  It is the name of a canteen or fun site in the Garibaldi Square of D. F. 

tenango
According to Nahuatl-Spanish dictionary, it means place of the walls. Example Quetzaltenango, means place of the
walls of the quetzal. Huehuetenango, means place of the old walls.

tenasidad
The correct term is tenacity, with c.  It is the quality of the tenacious.  It is the strength, commitment or zeal with which it
decides to do something, without giving up.  It means firmness, persistence, insistence, resistance, adhesion,
consistency, perseverance, berraquero.  The degree of cohesion of particles in physics is, therefore it is the degree of
resistance from effects of an impact.  Ability to absorb shock.

tenazas
Plural of iron.  It is a tool, especially for starting or disengage nails, nails or tacks.  Tweezers, arms.  It also serves to cut
wires.  Arms or weapons of some crustaceans such as crab and lobster.  Metal arms for gripping or crimping.

tenazonas
Plural of tenazona .  It means that it has large tongs.  It is another way of calling a class of ants that is characterized by
having large pincers.  In Colombia we also call them cachonas.  They are poisonous.  Its bite is painful.  Other names
they are given are fire ants, red fire ants, fire ants.  They belong to the genus Solenopsis and there are more than two
hundred different species. 

tencidad



It is the quality of the tenacious person.  Property of the person who is persistent and dedicated to its objectives.  It is
synonymous with firmness, consistency, strength and persistence.

tendal
In Colombia it is the name of a river and a jump or waterfall on the same river.  They remain within the Katíos National
Natural Park (of which I proudly was Chief), in the Department of Chocó, border with Panama.  Near him there is
another jump, bigger still called Tilupo.  Rod or stick holding a tent or central stick of the campíng tent.

tendari
I think they're asking about Tíndari.  If so, it is an Italian city, coastal over the Gulf of Pratti, Province of Messina.  It was
also called in antiquity Tíndaris, Tyndaris or Tyndarion.  It was a Greek emporium and was founded by Dionysus the
Elder around 396 BC.  C.

tende
Name of a town and a Canton in France.  Tende is the name of a French population, a French Canton and a French
commune, in the region of Provence-Alpes - Costa Azul (PACA), Department of Alpes-Maritimes, in the District of Nice. 
It is close to Marseille.

tendema´
It is a bird of the family Psittacidae of large size and curved bill.  It's bully and eats very hard fruits.  They are also
commonly called parrots, parrots or macaws.  Long, large and colorful feather.  Name of a headband made with parrot
feathers.  It is a voice used in Ecuador and has indigenous origin (Shuar language).  Plume of colorful feathers.

tendencia
Mean preference, prospecting, attachment, sympathy and inclination.  It can also mean direction, mindset, opinion,
disposal, vocation.

tendencia irascible
It means it gets easily angry. 

tender
In an activity where something is stretched or unfolded.  It means unfolding, hanging, extending, unfolding, hanging or
propendering. 

tenderete
Small shop, awning, abacería, post, very small commercial premises. 

tenebrio
It means dark.  It is the name of a genus of small coleoptera insects in the family Tenebrionidae.  They are pests of
flours and grains.  They are known as flour worms, flour weevils or grain weevils.  The best known is the flour weevil,
with the scientific name of Tenebrio molitor.  They cause great economic damage.

tenebroso
It means that he causes fear or fear.  It's dark, hidden, which is between shadows or darkness.  Gloomy, scary, dark,
gloomy.



teneis
Verbal inflection of having.  It is the conjugation of having in the second person plural in the present tense (You have.  . 
.  )  . 

tenejapa
The correct term is Tenejapa or Tenejapan ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a municipality in the State of CXhiapas, in
Mexico.  Its name in Nahuatl means " Cal 34 River;.

tener algo en la punta de la lengua
In Colombia it is an expression that indicates that there is something that is known or known, but that for a momentary
memory loss is not remembered.   I'm about to say it, in a moment I remember the name.  I'll say it.  .  .  .  .  . 

tener chorra
It means having good luck, achieve things by pure chance, by accident, unforeseen, fortuitous by chance. In Colombia
we say " pure hump or pure chimba ".

tener cintura
It means agility, skill or speed to dribble or dodge, flexibility.  Break.

tener cojones para hacer
It is a crude way of saying have the audacity, courage, the berraquero, the berriondera, the character. It is similar to like
say Argentines " have eggs to make ". Force, momentum.

tener cuerda para rato
It means that you can keep exerting its activity for a long time more.  Current, active, healthy, competent.  In full physical
and mental conditions to work.  Still it is not necessary to withdraw.

tener el palito
It is a widely used Colombianism and means that it has luck or fortune.  That everything goes well or that it is done as it
is your wish.  It also means that it is accepted by everyone and what it thinks or says is obeyed. 

tener huevo
In Colombia is a vulgar way to refer to a person who has no reason.  It means wrong, be crazy, Cheeky, scoundrel,
conchudo, insolent, impudence, cynicism.

tener las manos largas
" 34 long hands; or " having long fingernails " they are Colombian expressions that mean that a person is prone to take
over other things. Unscrupulous. Thief.

tener los días contados
It may mean either that you are about to die or that you will run out of time for something (for example, a contract or a
job). 

tener los pies en la tierra



It means very sensible.  Realistic, landed. 

tener malas pulgas
It means that he is very strong in character, malgenite, grumpy.  He gets irritated easily, furious. 

tener una teja corrida
In Colombia, colloquially means being crazy, being insane.  We also say you've run out of shampoo or it's deschaveed. 

tenerifeño
It is one of the gentilicios used for a person from Santa Cruz de Tenerife, one of the Canary Islands, spain.  Tenerife is
also used.  For those born in Tenerife, Magdalena in Colombia are used the gentilicios tenerifano (a) or tenerifense. 

tenería
Place where the leather is tyed or dyed.  Curtiembre , place where the leathers are tanned.  Tannery can also be used.

tenga
It is a turning point for.  It means possess, hold, enjoy, enjoy, seize, grab, contain, enclose, save.

tenia
It means tape pulls.  In Ancient Greece it was a ribbon used by women in their hair.  Name of an intestinal parasite that
affects many animals and man.  It is a flat and very long worm.  This .  It is also called solitary worm. 

tenido
In Colombia means sordid, petty, stingy, greedy, cicatero, miserable, moored, chichipato.  Person who clings to your
belongings and never wants to share anything with others.  Inflection to have, which means possessing, stopping,
having. 

tenor
In literature it is the literal content of a piece of writing.  What is inside a text or writing.  In Music it is an intermediate
voice between the baritone and the contralto. 

tenos
It is the name of a Greek island in the Cycladic Islands.  Name of an ancient Greek city on an island of the same name. 
She was also called Tinos.  Most of the inhabitants are Catholic. 

tenón
The correct term is Tenon ( no tilde ). It is a word in the English language and means spike.

tensionante
It means that it produces tension or stress.  That generates stiffness, stretching or resistance.  It produces excitement,
nervousness, anguish or uncertainty.  In Biology external factor that does not come from the biological cycle or the
phenological rhythm.  That alters or affects development or mood. 



tensiómetro
It is a medical element used to measure blood pressure.  It is also called sphygmomanometer.  Consists of an
adjustable cuff, a gauge that measures the voltage and a stethoscope.

tentativa
In Colombia, it means try, test, trial, grope, experiment, attempted purpose.

tentenpie
The correct term is snack, with m before the p and with tilde .  It means snack, psycholabis, mecato.  It is a light meal
that is consumed by hunger or whim between the main meals.  In some parts of Colombia they are told something or
strut if it is in the afternoon, snack if it is at night.  If consumed in the mornings are called elevens, mid-morning or
nineteens.

tentona
Woman who participates in a groping or who likes to tempt, grope, touch.  Toucher, handman,

tenue
It means that it is weak, thin or delicate.  That it is little noticeable, that it is not very noticeable or that it is little intense. 

tenues
Plural of tenuous .  It means that it is weak, thin or delicate.  That it is little noticeable, that it is not very noticeable or that
it is little intense.  Thin, weak, delicate, imperceptible. 

tenuidad
It is the quality that says that one thing is subtle, fine, soft, Ethereal, gauzy, lightweight.

tenyente
tenyente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lieutenant" is its meaning:<br>It is not a word of Spanish
language but of the Tagalog which is a derivation of the Spanish, which is spoken in the Philippines. Means Lieutenant,
who is the military rank lowest of career officers, although in some parts there is the rank of second lieutenant or
beginner's official.

teñir
It means painting, coloring, dyeing, pigmenting, nuance.  Give a more intense or different color to anything.

teo
It is a Greek prefix meaning God.  Apocope and affectionate way of calling men of the name Theophilus or Theodore. 
Teo is also one of the common names of a tree, which receives other names, such as: black yeowed, common yeowe,
tiju, sabno, mataburros.  Its scientific name is Taxus baccata and belongs to the family Taxaceae .  Teo is a children's
book character in Barcelona.  Teo is the name of a Spanish village in the Province of La Coruña and an ancient village
in Asia Minor near Izmir in present-day Turkey.  .

teoamochtli
teoamochtli is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Teoamoxtli" as meaning:<br>The Teoamichtli or Teoamoxtli
is " Book sacred " Nahuatl.   " Teoamoxtli, the book divine " It is also the title of a book by the Mexican anthropologist



Samuel Malpica Uribe.

teobroma
Language Náhuatl means food (or drink) of the gods.  The hispanicized botanical genus name is that owns the cocoa
(Theobroma).

teobromina
It is the name of an alkaloid found in the fruit of the cacao tree (scientific name Theobroma cacao, of the Malvaceae
family).  The word as such means nitrogenous alkaloid which is food of the gods.  It was formerly called xanthose. 

teobrominas
It is the plural of Theobromine.  It is an alkaloid of bitter taste which is located in cocoa (Teobroma cocoa of the family
Malvaceae).  Theobromine can affect pets such as dogs and cats.

teocentrica
It means it focuses on God.  That the center is God.  The right word is theoentric, with tilde in the é. 

teocratico
The correct term is theocratic, always with an accent .  It refers to the power of religion or the governmental regime
based on religion and its representatives.  Literally, it means the power of God. 

teocráticos
It means the Government of the gods.  The mandate of the gods.  Governed by the laws of God.  By extension the
Government of those who represent God (clergymen or ayatollahs).

teodolito
It is the name of a surveying device used to measure distances, angles and slopes.  Precision instrument used in
Topography .

teodora
Theodora is a woman's name, is of Greek origin and means gift of God, a worshiper of God.  Dora, Dorotea variants.

teofanía
In Theology it is a Manifestation of God through His voice.  Voice of God. 

teofilina
It is the name of an especially diuretic alkaloid.  It is found in black tea and green tea and is from the caffeine and
theobromine family (methylxanthine family).  It is a strong bronchodilator and stimulant of the central nervous system. 

teofilinas
The agranulocytosis are natural alkaloids extracted from the plant commonly called cocoa, cacau, Kakaw, cacaotl,
kakawa cocoa tree, cocoa or chocolate, whose scientific name is Teobroma cacao, from the family Malvaceae.  The
most important of these is Theobromine, which is considered to be the elixir of life or the drink of the gods. Alberto
García: Alkaloid occurring in tea is a caffeine, which also can tell protein.



teofilo
The correct term is Theophilus.  It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means he who loves God or which is loved by
God.

teologales
They are habits or virtues that Dios infused into the will and intelligence of the man.  There are three theological virtues:
faith, hope and charity,

teopisca
Teopisca is incorrectly written and it should be written as Teopisca ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Teopisca ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a town and a municipality of the Mexican State of Chiapas.  Nahuatl
language means " God of harvests "

teot
Teot or better yet Teotl in Nahuatl language means God.

teotocopuli
The most suitable term is Theotocópuli : Last name taken by the son of "El Greco" (Domenikos Theotocopoulos ) and
Jerome de las Cuevas .  He was a Spanish painter and architect, whose full name was Jorge Manuel Theotocópuli de
las Cuevas.  

teónimo
Forms of proper names that refer to a deity.  Names of gods or deities.  A term that defines a God.

teónomo
A person who practices or follow the dictates of the theonomy.  A person who believes and promotes that the society is
managed by divine law.  Hypothetical Christian Government, where they apply even laws of the old testament.

tepache
It is a fermented beverage that is obtained from corn.  It is similar to chicha.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin. 

tepaches
Plural of tepache .  Originally it is a drink that is obtained from fermented corn, although nowadays it is made with honey,
cane or various fruits such as pineapple or some citrus fruits.  It is similar to chicha or guarapo.  They have a low
alcoholic strength. 

tepalcates
In Mexico it is a way of calling the fragments of a clay vessel that has been broken.  Smithereens. 

tepalo
The correct term is tepalo, with tilde.  It is a term used in Botany, to refer to a part of the flower.  It's a modified sepal.  It
is a sepal or a leaf that forms a chalice of a flower, which has the same coloration of this. 

tepemezquite



It's the name of a tree in Mexico.  It is also known by other names: Jepalte, Tlahuitol, Mauto, splitter.  It has medicinal
uses.  Its scientific name is Lysiloma divaricata and it is of the family Fabaceae.

tepenace
Name of a sector in Guatemala City, Guatemala.  Name of a variety of wild plum tree.  It means pleasant taste or smell. 
It is also called tepenance, chamomile, quince, tocote, yana, albaricique, ambuy, croc or maroon plum.  Its scientific
name is Ximenia americana and belongs to the Olacaceae family. 

tepepan
It is the name of a station on Mexico's Light Rail.  The word in Nahuatl means where you see the hill, where you see the
hill, on the hill on the hill.  Hill, hill .  Name of a locality of the Delegation of Xochimilco, its full name is Santa María de
Tepepan. 

tepezcuintle
In Nahuatl language, means mountain dog, hill dog or mountain dog.  In Mexico it is a way to call a rodent that in other
countries is called tinajo, guatinajo, guartinajo, guagua, lapa, chiro.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca and belongs to
the family Cuniculidae. 

tephrodornis
It means bird or ashtray bird or ashtray.  It is the name of a genus of birds, which belong to the family Vangidae.  They
are known as ceni hundred.

tepito
It is a district belonging to the city of Mexico, located north of the historic centre in Cuauthémoc delegation, is not a
colony, belongs to the colony of Morelos and is distinctive for its high business activity, history, crime and place that is
located between the society of the Mexican capital.

tepo
In Mexico means drunk, beodo, intoxicated, drunk.  Teporocho is also used.  Tepo, is a word of the Nahuatl language,
which means companion.

teporocho
It is also used Teporoche.  In Mexico means fortified, drunk, drunk.  Intoxicated with alcohol.

teporrongo
It means small stature, little.  Boy or little boy.  There is also in Mexico the term teporingo, which is a way to call the
rabbit volcanoes, which is very small.  Its scientific name is Romerolagus diazi.  It is also known as tepolite, zacatuche
or tepol.  It belongs to the family Leporidae. 

tepual
It is the name given to a forest where tepus abound.  It is a term used in Chile and Argentina.  Tepu is a shrub of the
family Myrtaceae, its scientific name is Tepualia stipularis.  It is also often referred to as Trepú.  By extension, very
tangled and thick forest. 

tepule



tepule is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Clog you" being its meaning:<br>Tepule in Nahuatl means
encourage you, do it. In Colombia, we use the term clog him, which means exactly the same thing: mood, do it, come
on, without fear.   ( French Allons )

tepuy
In Orography it is a kind of plateau with edges in vertical and very deep wall falls.  Its summit is flat and is typical of the
great Venezuelan saqbana.  Tepui can also be accepted.  The term is of indigenous origin.  They are geologically very
old terrains. 

tepuyes
Plural of Tepuy .  In Pemón indigenous language that is of Caribbean origin, it means mountain.  It is a special
geological and orographic formation, in which plateaus with very abrupt and vertical edges are presented.  They are
characteristic of the Guyanese Shield.  They can be found in Venezuela ( Montes Roraima or Sierra Pacaraima, which
belong to the Canaima National Park), Brazil, Guyana and Colombia ( Serranía de Chiribiquete ).

tepú
It is one of the common names for a shrub in Chile.  It belongs to the family Myrtaceae.  Its scientific name is Tepualia
stipularis.  It is also often referred to as trepu.  

teralidad
Tera is the prefix that means one trillion. It is an accounting of immensely large, usually of trillions on figures. For
astronomy, systems and activities financial in amounts of 10 to 12 power ( 10, followed by 12 zeros ).

terapia de juego
It is also called ludotherapy.  It is a type of therapy in which they are used for patient recovery, playful activities (related
to recreation and play). 

terato
Terato is a Greek prefix that means montruo, amazing.  It is also associated with deformity, alteration of the normal
development of the tissues of a fetus.

teratogeno
The correct term is teratogen.  with tilde.  It means that it causes deformations or the growth of abnormal tissues in the
development of a fetus.  Originating or forming monsters.

teratogénica
It means that it causes deformations or the growth of abnormal tissues in the development of a fetus.  Originating or
forming monsters.

teratogénico
It means that it causes deformation or the growth of abnormal tissues in the development of a fetus.  It originates or
forms monsters.

tercena
It means fame, butchery, place where meat is sold. 



tercenista
Butcher.  person who attends a fame, butcher or tercena. 

tercer palo
In football the third stick is the longest stick.  Horizontal, sill, Stringer. Colombia is the third Pinball or basket of beer.

tercero
It means that it occupies the 3rd place in a list.  Ordinal that corresponds to position 3 in a list .  Which results from
dividing the unit into 3 equal parts.  Person who meddles with a partner (lover).  It means that it occupies a place after
the first and the second.  Bronze Medal . 

tercerón
Person born of the crossing or crossbreeding of a mulatto woman and a white man or a mulato male and a white
woman.

terciado
In Colombia it is inflection of India.  It means hanging from a shoulder but crossed on the chest.  It can also be hung
from the belt.  Hung, hanging, suspended.

tercio
In Colombia it can mean cargo, bulk, sack, bale.  Any load that is carried on the back or shoulder.  Inflection of tertiary,
which means to charge.  Also in Mathematics it means the third part. 

terciopelo
Outside of soft and delicate fabric, in Colombia is a way to call a very venomous snake.  It is also known as glang,
fournarices, mapaná, equis, venticuatro, rot, naucaya, padlock head, mapanare or size X.  Its scientific name is
Bothrops asper and belongs to the family Viperidae.

tercisor
Tercisor or law of thirds is a tip which we recommend for Visual Arts and that is to ensure that the horizon, a photograph,
a picture or a painted landscape, allows that the firmament or sky is in two-thirds of the campopor above the horizon and
the horizon and the ground, in the lower third.

terco
It means rebellious, resilient, stubborn, tenacious, stubborn.  That works with stubbornness.  Capricious, porfiado,
stubborn, uncompromising. 

terebellum
In Astronomy it is the name given to a quadrilateral of stars that forms in the Constellation of Sagittarius.  These stars
are of fifth magnitude and constitute an asterism or stationary pattern (fixed set of stars). 

tereftalato de polietileno
It is better known as PET.  It is also called ethylene polyterephthalate, polyethyleneterephthalate or polyethylene
terephthalate.  It is one of the most used types of plastic to make packaging and also fabrics.  It is a synthetic material of
the group of thermoplastic polymers. 



terenura
It means soft tail (terenos-soft, oura : tail ) .  It is a genus of birdiness in the family Thamnophilidae.  They are known as
battalions, tinglings, eyes of fire or tiluchíes.

tereque
In Venezuela, Colombia, Panama and Ecuador means chechere, pot, junk, utensil, furniture old and useless.  Gadget,
Hulk.

tereré
In Paraguay it is the name of an infusion prepared with yerba mate, to which are added other aromatic herbs such as
lemonaria or cedron .  Unlike matte is consumed cold.  It is very popular for consumption among the Guarani people.

teresiar
It means postpone, postpone, postpone, delay, delay, prolong.  It is also used as a synonym for help, help. 

terete
It is a term used in botany and means that it has a circular cross section (referring to a stem).  It can also mean fat,
round, cuckoo. 

teretistris
It means delicate, fine, slender.  It is a genus of small birds belonging to the family Terestitridae.  They are endemic to
Cuba and are known as chillinas, birijitas, chinchillitas, pecheros, reinitas, chipes.

terf
It stands for Trans-Exclusionary Radical Feminist.  which translates Trans-Exclusive Radical Feminist. 

tergeste-
It was the name formerly given to Trieste, the city of Northern Italy.  Name given to an asteroid in honor of Trieste 478. 

teriantropía
It is the science that studies or is dedicated to the study of fabulous beings that are men who transform into wild
animals.  For example the werewolf, centaurs and mermaids. 

teriomorfismo
It is a generic way of calling the ability to transform a human into an animal, either totally or partially (etymologically take
the form of an animal or a beast).  It is part of the mythology and folklore of each culture. 

terlenka
It is the patented name of a synthetic textile fiber.  This name was widely used in Spain, Colombia and the Netherlands. 
Nylon rope of 3 and 6 braided capes.  Nylon or Polyester cord designed for craftsmanship, leather goods and footwear,
great strength and durability.

termes
It is another way to call very common xylophagous insects around the world.  There are about 3000 species of them and



they are also known as termites, termites or termites.  They are a plague of the wood, as they eat cellulose.

termitas
It is one of the common names of xilofaga species of insects (eat wood, cellulose or paper).  There are nearly 3000
species.  They are considered a pest of wood.  They are also called termes.  termites, termites.

termites
It is one of the common names of xilofaga species of insects (eat wood, cellulose or paper).  There are nearly 3000
species.  They are considered a pest of wood.  They are also called termes.  termites, termites.

termo-
It is a prefix of Greek origin that means temperature, greater or lesser degree of heat.  It can also be used as a suffix. 

termoenergético
Relating to energy generated by heat or high temperature handling.  The burning of gas or coal can be used as an
energy or caloric source. 

termolisis
It is more indicated to use the term thermolysis, with tilde .  It is the process of disintegrating or disintegrating a
substance by using heat. 

termopanel
They are sheets of special materials that are used as thermal insulators.

terna
Width of the cloth .  A group that makes up a list of three.  Team made up of 3 players (bowling).  In deck game three
cards of the same kind.  Set with three elements. 

ternasco
You mean very sweet, he's a kid.  Name given to a very small lamb that only feeds on milk.  He hasn't grazed yet. 

terneza
It has the quality of tender.  It reveals tenderness, affection, show of affection.  I need, pechiche, mime.

ternilla
It is a flexible tissue material, made up of collagen.  Flexible skeletal material.  Cartilage, cartilage. 

terno
It means suit, clothing, garments. 

tero
Nickname given to a player of the Rugby teams of Uruguay.  Name of a bird, also known as tero-tero, leque, lapwing,
alcaraván, pellar, queltehue, treile and triel.  Although there are several species, the most common is the Vanellus



chilensis of the family Charadriidae. 

terocal
It is a type of glue or glue that evaporates very easily.  It is used by addicts to inhale it. 

teromorfos
It is the same as Pelycosaurians.  It is an order of extinct reptiles distantly related mammals.  There were tetrapods and
reproduced through eggs.  They existed in high school was (upper carboniferous) and it is assumed that they were the
first endothermic animals, or which could regulate their own temperature.  They had huge dorsal candles that were
useful to trap heat.

terpenos
They are derivatives of the organic compounds of isoprene, or of a hydrocarbon that has five carbons and chemically is
2-metilbuta-1, 3-diene.  They are also referred to as isoprenoids. As natural essential oils can remove the lemon and the
Orange. Through oxidation can be converted in Terpenoids and an example of this is the vitamin A or Retinol.

terpsichore
She was the muse of dance and choral singing in Ancient Greece.  Its name means the one who enjoys dancing, who
enjoys dancing.  Name of an asteroid . 

terpsicore
In ancient Greek mythology, Muse of dance and light poetry.  The mother of the sirens was considered.  It was also
called Terpsicores which means in Greek which revels dancing.

terque
terque is incorrectly written and should be written as "Terque ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Terque ( 41 own name;. Terque is the name of a municipality of Spain in the province of Almeria, Andalucia, Spain.  It
was a Moorish stronghold.

terquedad
An act typical of the stubborn.  Stubbornness, foolishness, obsessiveness.  Inability to accept reasons while giving up on
an endeavor or goal.  It means foolishness, simplicity.  Bullshit, silly, silly. 

terracampino
It means native of Tierra de Campos, which is the name of a region that remains in Castilla-León in Spain. 

terrada
It is the feminine of roof.  It is a smooth cover, plain or flat in a building of slabs.  The term is used in architecture.  It is
also a kind of bitumen prepared by hand.

terraplanismo
It is the doctrine that preaches that the earth is flat and not spherical.  Movement or ideology of terraplanists. 

terrateniente



A person who owns a lot of land.  A person who owns large tracts of land.  Latifundista , owner of herd . 

terratenientes
People who possess great earth extesions.  Plural of landowner .  He owns many lands among his properties. 
Landowners.

terraza
In Colombia is the name given to the platform which is located on the top floor of a building, where usually there are no
rooms.  Roof.  It is also a salient balcony on the top floor of a building.  In agriculture is a strip of flat or artificial
Esplanade which is made on a hillside to grow and at the same time erosion control.

terrenales
It means relating or belonging to the Earth.  Terrestrial globes, land, soil.

terretenientes
Plural of landowner.  A person who possesses vast expanse of land.  Landowners, land owners.

terria
It is the name of a Spanish company dedicated to decoration.

territorializar
It is the action of defining things or events by area.  Region where something happens.  Delimit areas or territories.

terron
The correct term is lump, with tilde.  It is the name given to a small piece or block of hard and dry soil.  By extension
small piece of something compact.  Block. 

terronera
It means having many lumps formed by land parched and cracked.  Colombia uses the term as a synonym for terror,
dread, fear, terror and panic.

terroso
It means that it is of land.  It has the characteristics and color of the earth.  That has the texture of the earth or that it is
mixed with it. 

terrón
Small piece or block of hard, dry soil.  By extension small piece of something compact .  Block.

terso
In Colombia means soft, clean, uniform, polished, lustrous, silky, delicate. 

tersura
Means that it has the quality or manifests itself smooth, not rough, soft, silky, velvety, I smooth.  Softness.



tertulias
Meetings in which friends topics of news and culture.  Evening, meeting.

tesela
It is the name of a small piece of stone, terracotta or colored glass that is used to make a mosaic.  Piece or part of a
puzzle.  Constitutive part or element of a tile .  In Astrophysics it is the name of the ancient regions, plates or "patches",
which have formed on the surface of Venus, due to tectonic deformations (the term may be valid for similar cases of
other planets).  

tesén
In Peru is a surname.  It predominates in the Department of Lambayeque.

tesla
It is a surname of Serbo-Croatian origin.  Last name of a Servo-Croatian physicist, nationalized American, who
thoroughly studied physics, electromagnetism and electricity.  Its full name was Nikola Tesla .  He was a rival and
sometimes contradictory to Thomas Alva Edison.  He was a precursor to the alternating current and inventor of the
asynchronous motor.  His surname is the name in Physics of the Magnetic Induction Unit of the International System.   (
equals one Weber per square meter).   Name assigned to an electric motor car .

test
It is an English language word meaning proof.  It also means essay. 

testa
In Colombia it means head, baton, motola, brain, intelligence.  It is also a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of a former
Athlete from Tolima named Filippo Testa.  It has a language academy in the city of Ibagué.  At present there is an Italian
athlete of the same name, also a basketball player. 

testarudo
It is the one who remains firm or immovable in his attitude, who does not accept reasons or criticisms that give him
reasons against his beliefs or principles. It means stubborn, stubborn, persistent, insistent.  That he does not decline in
his intentions. 

testazo
It means blow in the testa, blow to the head.  Blow hit with head, headbutt. 

testimonio
It means statement given by a witness.  Demonstration, proof, assertion, affirmation, evidence, certification, manifesto,
indication, vestige.  In the relay athletics tests, an element that the participants must deliver without dropping it and
taking it to the end.  witness. 

testo
It is an inflection of test.  Mean yield, inherit.

testosterónica
Relative to testosterone.  violent reaction or anger.  Force or varony reaction. 



testudínidos
It means they have a shell or carapace.  It is the Castilian name of Testudinidae, which is the genus of herbivorous
terrestrial turtles.

testuz
It has different meanings depending on the animal it refers to.  In some it is equivalent to the upper part of the face or to
the forehead, head or head and in others it is equivalent to the back of the neck (nape, colodrillo, loin, cervix, neck).  In
the second case, it is usually related to quadrupedal animals. 

tesura
It is synonymous with rigidity, inflexibility, intransigence.

teta
It is the part that protrudes from the udder or mammary gland, which has a cylindrical conical shape and through which
females supply milk to their young.  Nipple , nipple . 

tetas
It means breast, udders, puchecas, breast, breasts.

tetazo
It can mean blow given with a.  You may also refer to an abundant feeding of a nursing woman to your baby.  In
Argentina, name given to a topless protest held in the obelisk, demanding rights for women. 

tetelque en nahuatl
It is said is ochre or bitter flavor that have fruit before they mature. I heard him use in El Salvador. Green, green,
immature, bitter, ocher.

teteo
In Colombia it is a vulgar word.  It's inflection to tease which means teasing, sucking rooster.  promise something to get
out of the way and then not comply.   In agricultural activities, it is the one that relates to putting a calf to suck
momentarily to make the cow flow easily milk and be able to milk it (the calf is separated until the end of the milking
stage and left some milking). 

tetera
Name given to a nipple of a baby bottle.  It is a type of vessel used to prepare and serve tea infusions. 

teterete
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to the lizard passes streams or basilisk.  It is also called toloque or
cherepo.  Its scientific name is Basiliscus basiliscus and belongs to the family Corytophanidae .  You can walk quickly on
the surface of the water.

tetero en méxico
It is a bottle-shaped container, which can be made of glass or plastic and with a nipple or suck, in which infants are
given milk.  It's also called mommy, bottle,. 



tetica
Tetica is a diminutive of teta. Means breast, breast, chest, udder.

teticas
Plural and diminutive of.  Small tits, nipples. 

tetico
In music is a kind of rhythm that starts from the first time of the compass and full lasts until the end of the melody.

tetina
It's another way of calling the bottle sucker.  Diminutive of.  Nipple-shaped rubber that bottles or bottles have.  Suck,
bottle. 

tetl
In Nahuatl language can mean stone or also egg.

tetona
It means breasts, or big boobs big breast.  Chest or big bust.  Prominent udder cow.

tetón
It means bobo, idiot, believed everything you say, innocent, naive, uneducated, ignorant in Venezuela and part of
Colombia.  Sucker free still weaning.  Augmentative of teta.

tetra
It is a prefix of Greek origin meaning four. 

tetra-
It is a prefix of Greek origin meaning four. 

tetragrámaton
Written in four letters.  Combination of four letters.  By essence the name of God in Hebrew YHWH or also YHVH, which
in English can be pronounced as Yahweh or Yahweh.  Previously Jehovah or Jehovah was also used. 

tetrahidrocannabinol
It is the chemical compound that most abounds in Cannabis.  It is the main psychoactive ingredient of marijuana.  It is
also called THC or delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol. 

tetrapléjico
It is the same as quadriplegic.  A person who has no movement in upper and lower limbs.  A person who can only move
his head.

tetrapodo
The correct term is tetrapod or tetrapoda (means that it has four legs, which is a quadruped.



tetras
It is the common name for a tropical fish that much sold to aquariums.  Its scientific name is Paracheirodon Tetras and
have other names such as Cardinals or neon lights.

tetratoidal
In crystallography is one of kinds or ways to assess the axes of a gem.

tetrámera
It means they're four.  It has 4 elements or pieces. 

teurgia
Art of Invocation to Deities.  It was a Greek magical-religious practice that consisted of the invocation of otherworldly
powers, angels or gods. 

teutón
It is a colloquial way of referring to Germans or German.  Teuton was the latin way to call a member of the tribe that
dwelt in the North of Germany.

teutón, na
Name of inhabitant of the Middle Ages in territory of present-day Germany.  It is considered synonymous with German (
a ), or German ( a ) . 

teúrgia
Art of Invocation to Deities.  It was a Greek magical-religious practice that consisted of the invocation of otherworldly
powers, angels or gods. 

texano
Relative to the State of Texas, in the United States.  Tejano.

textar
Textar is incorrect. There are two possibilities for this question. Test or Textear.Testar means to make a will. It can also
be hit with the head or strike through and delete. Textear is to send text messages via a mobile phone.

textíleria
Factory of fabrics or fabrics.  Textile factory.  Also by extension art of tissues in different cultures.

texto
It can mean quoted passage from a work.  Coherent statement, paragraph or set of coherent statements.  Passage,
episode, writing, relationship.  In Colombia it is also called text, a guide book of each subject, which students use at their
different academic levels.  Work, treatise, volume, compendium, manual

teyao
The correct term is Teayo and better yet Castillo de Teayo. It is the name of a municipality in the State of Veracruz in
Mexico. It is an archaeological site mesaamericano and has a pyramid. Located in the Huasteca region.



teyo
It means natural Teos.  Related or resident of Theos in ancient Ionia.  In Colombia it is the apocope of Desiderio.

teyú
In Colombia it is a class of carnivorous lizard.  We also call it chickenero, mato, water kill, peni, wolf chicken, tegú or
lobito.  Its scientific name is Tupinambis teguixin and belongs to the Teiídae family.  It can reach measuring meter and a
half.  There are zoocriaderos in order to commercial your skin. 

teyúes
It's a way to call green lizards in northern Argentina.  Plural of Teyú .  Lizard, tejuí, lizard of the Chaco region.  Its
scientific name is Teius teyou and belongs to the family Teiidae. 

tez
It means skin, especially from the face or face. 

tezos
The correct term in Spanish, is tesos, with s.  In Colombia it means expert, best, superior, expert, knowledgeable.  Ideal
person, scholar.  It also means difficult, laborious, complex, complicated.

te¿iendose
The correct term is weaving is.  It is an inflection of weaving.  It means interlaced, hatching, lock, schemed, forge, braid,
Interweave, urdir, cross,

técnico
A person who is an expert or specialist in any kind of trade or profession.  Technologist.  Expert, expert, specialist,
understood.

témpera
A painting which dissolved with water.  Tempera paint.  Type of thicker than watercolor painting.

témpora
Mean time of fasting.  In the religion Catholic Wednesday, Friday and Saturday of the first week of each quarter (which
was made to coincide with the start of each season).

tépalo
It is a term used in Botany, to refer to a part of the flower.  It's a modified sepal.  It is a sepal or a leaf that forms a
chalice of a flower, which has the same coloration of this. 

térmico
It means relative to heat or temperature. 

térmicos
Relative to the heat or temperature variations.



térreo
It means that it is earthly or that it resembles it.  Earthy. 

tésen
The correct term is TESEN .  It is a type of test for Evaluation of Executive Functions, It is apocope of Trail Test.  It is
used to select and rank by performance.  It is used as screening to evaluate the executive functioning of youth and
adults.

tésera de hospitalidad
Hospitium teaser.  Welcome sites that celtiberians had for foreigners.  A tease was a wooden, ivory or metal tablet, or a
metal sheet with engravings that was used as a passport, safe conduct or password. 

tétrica
It means that it causes deep melancholy, which makes you think of death, which causes depression.  It causes fear.  It
means confused, uncertain, dark, grim, sad, grim, funeral, funesta, luctuous, melancholy, taciturna. 

tête à tête
It is a French phrase that means head to head.  It indicates a great parity in a particular competition which in the end is
usually defined with fotofinish (by means of a photo).  Parity, pairing.

tgss
In Spain it is the acronym for Treasury General of Social Security (it is a unit of the Ministry of Employment and Social
Security).

thael
It is a name of Hebrew origin woman.  It means God-blessed by God, the Envoy.

thaele
It's a surname in South Africa.  There is also Th'le.  The surname is of German origin.  Last name of a South African
mixed-breed leader named James M.  Thaele.  He studied at the University of Lincoln, Pennsylvania, in the United
States.  Tatiana Thaele is a famous flutist and Is a German mathematician, professor at the RUHR, Universitat de
Bochum.

thai
It is the abbreviation of Thailand or Thai.  You mean it belongs to that country.  Relating to Thailand (old Siam). 
Siamese.  Thai is also the language spoken in Thailand, the Thai food and another way of referring to the Siamese cat.

thailandés
It means orieundo of Thailand.  Name of the language spoken in Thailand. 

thailee
What is Thai Lee Thai Lee agriculture Co.  , Ltd.   (TLA).  It is the name of a Thai agricultural company that has earned
its reputation as one of the leading companies in export of rice Jasmine in Thailand.  Thai Lee is the name of a
businesswoman Surcoreana (born in Thailand), CEO and President of SHI International, considered by Forbes as the
biggest world company headed by women.



thailin
thailin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Thailin" being its meaning:<br>Thailin or Thailyn is a name of
English origin woman.  It has variants such as Ding, Tylin, Talin, Talin.  Means Rocío de la Mañana.

thais
It is a name of Greek origin and means as beautiful as a most beautiful flower or flower.  Santa Thais was an Egyptian
courtesan who converted to Christianity.  With his biography a book (Novel of Anatole France) was written and an opera
was composed, by the Frenchman Jules Emile Frédéric Massenet.  In Brazil and Spain there are several athletes with
the name Thais.

thalassarche
It means he's a leader or he excels at sea.  Thalassa was the goddess of the sea in the mythology of Ancient Greece.  It
is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Diomedeidae and are known as albatross.

thalia
is a woman's name of Greco-Latin origin meaning to flourish.  Name of a Mexican singer.  Her real name is Ariadna
Thalia Sodi Miranda.  she is also an actress and businesswoman.  Name of one of the muses of the theater and of the
bucolic and pastoral poetry of Ancient Greece.  Name of an asteroid ( 23 ) . 

thalitha
It is a word of Aramaic origin that means little girl.  It is usually used as a feminine name and has many variants, such
as: Taleetha, Taletha, Talicia, Talisha and Talita.  According to the Holy Bible daughter of Jairus who resurrected Jesus
.  Name of a star in the constellation Of Great Bear .   .  

thalurania
It rests on the heel.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Trochilidae.  They are known as hummingbirds,
tominejos, buzzers or quinchas.

thamnistes
It means that you live or remain in the bushes or among shrubs.  It is a genus of birds in the family Thamnophilidae. 
They are known as anthills, tiluchíes eyesfire or bats.

thamnolaea
It means he lives in the bushes or the stubble.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Muscicapidae.

thamnomanes
It means passionate about bushes.  It is a genus of birds in the family Thamnophilidae.  They are known as anthills,
huts, batars, parrots.

thamnophilus
You mean friend of the bushes.  It is a genus of birds belonging to the family Thamnophilidae.  They are known as
anthills, tilichí, fire eyes.

the rial
It is a self-expression of Chile, to denote exaggeration of some thing or fact. That goes beyond the limits of reality or



expected.

theemin
It is also called Upsilon-2 Eridani or Beemin.  It is the name of a star that belongs to the constellation River Eydane.  It is
a yellow giant star.  In Chinese astrology, it is called Tian Yuan Shier, which means Heavenly Garden 12. 

theia
It was also known as Etra, teia or Tea.  In Greek mythology it was one of the Titanides, from which all light comes.  She
was the mother of Selene (The Moon), a product of her relationship with Hyperion.  Another denomination he received
was Etra.  Name of a hypothetical primitive planet, of our solar system, which when colliding with the Earth, with its
debris formed the Moon. 

thekla
Thekla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Thekla." being its meaning:<br>Thekla is the name of a cargo
ship which was built in Germany and which is currently moored in the floating harbour in Bristol, England.

themis
It means Law of Nature.  Name of the Greek goddess of Justice and Equity.  That of good advice.  Name of a publishing
house specialized in the topics of Law.  Name of an asteroid .   . 

theo
It is a Latin word (or Latin root) meaning God.  It can be considered as a proper name for man, it is of Latin origin and
means God.  It can also be considered as an abbreviation of the name Theophilus or Theophilus which means in Latin
friend of God or the one who loves God or Theodore, with the same origin and which means the one who worships God.
 Name of footballer of French origin and roots in Alicante (Spain).  From a family of footballers.  His full name is Théo
Bernard François Hernandez. 

theobalda
It is a woman's name of Germanic origin meaning Princess of great value.  It has male variant: Teobaldo.

theodora
Name of Byzantine Empress, wife of Justinian.  Name of Saint of the Greek Orthodox Church.  Name of Queen of
Grtecia and Denmark.  Name of Work of Georg Friedrich Handel .  Name of woman of Greek origin that means Gift of
God or the one who worships God.  Variants Theodora, Dora, Dorothea.  Aliases that the Guerrilla had allegedly
assigned to Piedad Córdoba.  Name of an asteroid (440) that was initially named 1898 CE.  It was named after a
daughter of the American banker, Julius F.  Stone . 

theristicus
It means curved beak or sickle-shaped beak.  It is a genus of birds in the family Threskiornithidae.  They are known as
tosté, bandurrias, chorocoras or tatuchis.

thia
Thía or Tea was the name in Greek mythology of one of the Titanids.  In some documents it is also listed as Tuya, Etra
or Eurifaesa.  It means where the light comes from, luminous sky or that of wide brightness.  Goddess of sight and
observation.  She was the daughter of Uranus and Gaia.  She was the mother of the luminaries with Hyperion (Helios,
Selene and Eos).  Name of an asteroid . 



thiago
It is a male name of Biblical and Hebrew origin.  It means God will reward us, God's reward.  Tiago Variant .  Name of
several Brazilian and Portuguese footballers.  The name is so common that in many cases it is necessary to specify the
last name.  Thiago Alcántara Dos Santos is a Spanish nationalist and has played for the Spanish national team.  Thiago
Motta is an Italian nationalist and has played for the Italian national team.  Thiago Emiliano Da Silva is a player for the
Brazil national team. 

thinner
This word is an Anglicism.  It can also be used tiner.  It is the English name of a very commonly used solvent.  The word
thinner in English means thinner.  It is also known as slimming or paint reducer.  It is actually a mixture of organic
solvents derived from petroleum and aims to dissolve paints and other water-insoluble substances (enamel, oil, grease).
 Thinner is a flammable and highly volatile substance.

thinocorus
It means short legs and beak.  It is a genus of birds in the family Thinocoridae.  They are known as agachonas or little
loss, collared little slabs.

thinornis
It means short-footed bird.  Despite being birds of aquatic environments are short-legged birds and belong to the family
Charadriidae.  They are a kind of plovers and plovers from Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania.  They are on the
brink of extinction.

this is the life
It is a phrase in English that means this is life, life is used to mean as well.

thisbe
Woman of Assyrian Mythology, lover of Pyramus.  Both were young Babylonians who loved each other secretly, for the
belief of having been killed by a lioness, both committed suicide by sticking a knife at different times and with their blood
they gave the red color to the blackberries.  It is part of one of Ovid's accounts in Metamorphosis.  Tisbe or Tisbé can
also be used.  Name of an asteroid .  Female protagonist of a two-act opera with music by Johann Adolf Hasse and
Italian libretto by Marco Coltellini, which was based on the tragic story of the Babylonian lovers and called "Piramo e
Tisbe" (Pyramo and Tisbe). 

thlypopsis
It means it looks like the reinita, looking like a reinita.  It is a genus of birds in the family Thraupidae.  They are known as
fruit, tangaras, fruit trees, tendrs.

thomana
Thomana means dedicated to St. Thomas (the apostle), by itself version of the name in German.  It is the name of an
asteroid (1023).  It was previously called by astronomers 1924 RU.  Name given to an orchid from Cameroon and
Equatorial Guinea whose scientific name is Habenaria thomana.  It is of the family Orchidaceae and the genus
habenaria.  . 

thomsonita
It means born, resident or related to Thomson, a city in the United States in the State of Georgia.  The Gazelle
Thomsonite is also known as Thomson's Gazelle, is the most common of all Gazelles.  Belong to the Bovidae family and
its scientific name is Eudorcas thomsonii.  In physics, the thomsonite effect is an effect termoel {IV that describes the



change in temperature (heating or cooling) of a conductor of current with a temperature gradient.

thraupis
It means small bird, tangara.  It is a genus of birds belonging to the family Thraupidae.  They are known as tangaras,
tiles, celestones, choguíes, seedbeds.

thread graft
It is a practical forestry and agronomic grafts with thread or tied.  The words Thread graft, are English language and
means "Grafting yarn".  It is used in Bonzai and Saikei to give appropriate training.

threnetes
It means sad singing, a slab.  That moans.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Trochilidae.  It is a class of
hummingbirds known as hermits, for their tendency to live alone.

threskiornis
It means he's got a sickle-like beak.  Sickle Peak, it is a genus of birds in the family Threskiornithidae.  They are known
as coclíes, ibis or spatulas.

thripadectes
It means it pecks at the carcoma.  or pecking at the moth of the wood.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family
Furnariidae.  They are known as trepalos, trepatroncos, trepamusgos, leaf litterers.

thripophaga
It means he eats woodworms.  That eats carcoma or xylophageworms worms.  That eaten.  They are a genus of birds
with an affinity still indeterminate with the family Furnarridae.  They are known as baskets, soft tails, spiners or rabids. 
They are typical of South America.

throwback
It's an English language word that translates reversal.  Go back or back to a previous state that you had. 

thryophilus
It means friend of the carrizos or the reeds.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Troglodytidae. 
They are known as cockroaches, chirivines, mice, wall-highs or soterreyes.

thuban
It is a term of Arabic origin that means snake's head.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Draconis or Dragon. 
The Arabs used the name to dissygar the entire Constellation.  Star towards which the pyramids of Egypt were allegedly
oriented.  It was also called Adib, Alpha Draconis, ? Dra u 11 Draconis . 

thyra
It is a woman's name of Norwegian and Danish origin (Viking) and means "it is like thunder".  Name of an asteroid ( 115
) .  It is named after Thyra Danebod, daughter of a Viking warlord named Harald Klak, who was King of Jutland, in
Denmark.  She was the wife of King Gorm the Elder.  



ti mostla
You mostla is incorrectly written and should be written as "Timostla" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Timostla or
Timochtla.  It is a word in Nahuatl that means family, relatives.

tiaki
It is a word of Japanese origin that means big, bright.  It is one of the names by which a star of the constellation Grus
(Crane) is known.  It is also known as Beta Gruis, HD 214952 or HR 8636.  Crane Beta Star. 

tiamina
It is a nutritional chemical compound known as Vitamin B1.  It helps to convert carbohydrates into energy.  It is
water-soluble.  It was discovered by the Japanese Umetaro Suzuki. 

tiana
It may be a woman's name of Greek origin and means princess.  It is also the name given to a baton of command,
symbol of indigenous authority and that is usually made with totora or reed in Bolivia and Peru (Lake Titicaca). 

tianguan
In Chinese language it means heavenly gate.  Tiang kuan is also often pronounced.  It is the name of a star, which is
also known as Zeta Tauri, Z Tau, Z Taury or 123 Tauri.  It belongs to the Constellation of Taurus or Taurus (The Bull).  

tianguis
It is a word of Nahuatl origin, meaning market.  Site where you can buy everything.  Merchandise, souk, market, fair,
square, awning.

tianyi
Chinese surname .  Surname of the young Chinese man, winner of the Vocaloid design contest, named Luo Tianyi.  Girl,
Chinese doll. 

tiaris
It means that the head looks like a tiara, a crown or a turban.  It has an ornament on its head.  It is the name of a genus
of birds belonging to the family Thraupidae.  They are well known as seedbeds, tomeguines, sparrows, spigueros,
tordillos or juana marucas.

tiberio
It means that it comes from the Tiber, who was born near the Tiber.  Name of male of Latin origin, which means that he
was born in the Tiber.  Name of a Roman emperor.

tiberíades
It is the name of a city in Israel, located in the Northern District on the shores of the Sea of Galilee.  In Hebrew it is called
Tverya and in Arabic Tabariyyah.  It was founded by Herod Antipas in honor of the Roman emperor Tiberius.  Name of a
lake in Israel, which is also known as the Sea of Galilee.  It is considered a holy city by Jews and Christians. 

tibia
It means medium temperature (neither too cold, nor too hot).  Temperate.  In Anatomy it is the name given to the
anterior and main bone of the leg and that is located parallel to the fibula.  Person who lacks character, apathetic, lazy,



negligent.  Name of a massively multiplayer, online video game created by German students and developed by CipSoft. 
Also as an adjective, it can mean pleasant, soft, welcoming, pleasant. 

tibieza
In Colombia it is used synonymously with kindness, friendliness, amistosidad, warmth, afectuosidad, warmth. Degree of
attraction manifesting itself with good intentions towards others.

tibio
It means that it has a middle or intermediate temperature.  It is synonymous with temperate, tempered, hardened,
negligent, indifferent, apathetic, loose.  Referring to an environment: pleasant, welcoming, pleasant, soft.  moderate
temperature.

tibor
It means vase.  It is a type of vessel, with the appearance of a jug or glass, usually porcelain and very decorated.  It has
decorative or ornamental uses.

tibunales
tibunales is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tribunals" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is courts.  In
Colombia is the intermediate level of Justice is located between judged ( 41 lower; and cut ( Top ).

tiburcio
It is a name of Latin origin male.  It means that proceeds from Tibur, today call Tivoli (Italian town in the province of
Rome).

tical
Abbreviated name of event held in Cartagena de Indias on information technologies and communications on those who
work in the institutions of higher education in the countries of the Latin America (TICAL. 2018).  The name of the first
album of rapper Clifford Smith, better known as Method Man.  It is also the symbol of a company of transport
international Central American limited TICAL which operates in several countries.  Tikal with k, is the name of an
important Mayan archaeological site in Guatemala.  Colloquially, Costa Rica, to be a place full of ticos.  Group or set of
ticos.

tico
It means born, resident or related to Costa Rica.  It is the apocope of Hermaniticos, which was how it was called
between if members of the liberating army and its allies in their battles against the Buccaneers.  This colloquial Word,
gave rise to Costa Rica, also began to call Recientes.  Is clear that in Central America (and obviously in Costa Rica) and
Colombia there is the tendency to repeat the tico suffix or ico, diminutives to strengthen them and demonstrate
exaggeration, so it is common to hear words such as cortiquitico, Shorty, rapiditico,  etc.

ticuco
In Honduras means panzón, potbelly, tripon, bellied person.  Also there is a kind of Tamale of good size and can be
stored for several days.

ticuiche
It means mill, stone to grind or crush the grains.



ticuruche
It means casucha, ranch, covacha, pigsty (referring to a poorly constructed dwelling)

tideo
The correct term is Tydeus ( 41 own name;.  Hero featured in the Greek legend of the seven against Thebes.  Father of
Diomedes.

tiempito
In Colombia it means short period of time.  Short time.  Diminutive of time.  With Ironies : Bad weather or significant
time, important. 

tiempo de adviento
It means coming, arrival, waiting time.  In Greek it is called parusía and in Latin adventus.  It is a religious period that
covers the four Sundays before Christmas.  It is taken into account in Christian religions (Christian, Orthodox and some
Protestants).  Special period of start of the liturgical year. 

tienda
Type of improvised dwelling that is armed with sticks and skins or fabrics.  Removable temporary housing.  In Colombia
it is a very popular commercial establishment where all kinds of basic necessities are sold. 

tiendes
It is an inflection of tender. It means extend, stretch, hang, pretend, deploy, develop, lie down, lie down, bedtime.

tiendita
Diminutive of shop , small shop .  very small commercial establishment selling products.  Also awning, all small, carpita,
small tent. 

tienducha
Small shop .  Diminutive and derogatory of store.  Small, dirty and messy shop.  In Colombia small shop or commercial
establishment where food and sweets are sold on a small scale. 

tienta
Inflection of tempting, which means rehearsing, trying, groping.  Score.  Rehearsal of the bravery of cattle with rods. 

tierra
Name given to the third planet of our solar system.  Solid and firm part of our planet.  Name of one of the four elements
of ancient cosmogony.  It means terrain, extension, floor, surface, floor, greda.  They can be their synonyms orb, world,
planet, globe or homeland, nation, country, region, place, terroir, people.

tierrero
In Colombia tierrero is synonymous with get, home, fight, riot, rina, brawl and riot.  Jaleo.  Full of powder or dry soil
surface.

tierrita



Diminutive of land.  In Colombia, especially in Boyacá, affectionate way to call the site from which it comes.  Terroir,
Homeland Girl.  Colloquial way of calling the Department of Boyacá and each of its peoples. 

tierrudo
In Colombia can mean, landowner, latifundista, person who owns many lands of his property by tradition.

tierruo
In Colombia tender or tender is a person who possesses large tracts of land.  Latifundista, landowner.

tiesas
Plural of tiesa .  It means rigid, tensibly, yertines, straight, straight, hard, dry, petulant, arrogant.  It can mean dry,
dehydrated.  They lack softness.

tieso
It means rigid, erect, inthreaded.  It also means hard, tense, stretched, dry, dehydrated, severe.  In Colombia it also
means dead, deceased. 

tiestazo
In Colombia it means very strong blow.  Thunderous fall. 

tiesto
In Colombia is synonymous with trebejo, viejera, chechere, pileup, junk, gadget, useless, old and damaged vessel, old
and useless thing.  It is also used to designate a vessel that is no longer used and would leave for matera or garden
plant pot.  Pot or tray of mud used as matera or pot.

tiestos
It's the plural of tiesto.  In Colombia it is synonymous with Trebejo, Viejera, Chéchere, pileup, junk, gadget, useless, old
and deteriorated vessel, Cobroken, old and vain thing.  It is also used to designate a vessel that is no longer used and
that is left for Matera or garden plant flowerpot.  Pot or clay tray that is used as a Matera or pot.

tiffany
It is a name of woman of Greek origin- It means "manifestation of God" or "revelation of God".

tifi
Green mold, Trichodermas.  Useful mushrooms in gardening.  It can be used as a very powerful biological fungicide. 
Trichoderma atroviridae .  It is used to eliminate fungi and pathogenic bacteria in plants and soil.  Tifi is also a male
name in Italian.  It is also one of the apocopes used for Estéfani or Estéphano.

tiflis
It is the name of a European city, which is the capital of Georgia.  Tbilisi, also usually called Tbilisi.  , which in Georgian
language means hot (there are many hot springs there).   Name of an asteroid . 

tiflografía
It means writing for the blind or blind.  Specialized music reading, writing and notation systems for visually impaired



people. 

tiflología
It is the science that studies the conditions and problems surrounding people with visual disabilities (blind, blind).  It can
be the branch of Medicine that is dedicated to the study of blindness and everything related to its treatment and possible
cure or the rehabilitation of those who suffer from it. 

tiflópidos
It means blind snake, snake you don't see.  It is the Castilianization of Typhlopidae, which is the name of the family of
blind snakes.   This family of snakes is not found in Europe, but on other continents.

tifo
It is the name of several infectious diseases, characterized by producing a very high fever, headache, chills and a
generalized rash (Exanthem).  The genus Rickettsia bacteria produce it and it is usually transmitted by bites of insects
like lice, ticks, mites and fleas infected.  Medically referred to as typhus.

tifón
It is a way to call hurricanes in East Asia and oceania.  Atmospheric phenomenon consisting of heavy rains
accompanied by high speed winds and electrical storms.  In America we call them hurricanes.  To the typhoons also
names are placed to differentiate them.  Cyclone.

tifus
It is a medical term that means typhus, typhoid fever.  Set of infectious-contagious diseases that produce very high
fevers, skin rashes, severe headache and states of delirium.  It is produced by a bacterium, known as Rickettsia typhi
and which is propagated by fleas. 

tigmotactismo
It is a natural phenomenon whereby human beings react to a stimulus, for example: poppy closes the leaflets of their
leaves to the touch or withdraw your hands to feel heat.  React to a stimulus.  Stimulus to physical contact.  Reflex.

tigmotaxia
It means response to vibrations or contact.  In Ecology is the tendency of certain organisms to adhere to surfaces with
which they come into contact.  It is also the response to vibrations and touch.  It can be positive or negative, that is, as a
reaction can open or close : some flowers open when touched or some leaves are closed for the same reason.

tigrero
The name of a documentary film about a Hunter of Jaguars.  The subject is a film that began in 1954 in the jungles of
Brazil and was not finished, then 40 years later trying to finish it.   The Director is Mika Kaurismäki.  Tigrero, it means
that you hunting tigers.  In Colombia, is the nickname of Jesús María Ocampo Toro, founder of the city of Armenia.

tigrillo
It is a type of small and medium-sized feline, common in the forests of Central and South America.  It belongs to the
Felidae family.  Its scientific name is Leopardus tigrinus.  It is also called Tigrinine leopard, oncilla. 

tigrillos



The Le Tigre are some cats that are throughout the Americas from Mexico to Argentina.  Its scientific name is Leopardus
wedii.  It is the family Felidae.  Receives other names such as ocelot, margay, ocelot, margay, caucel, Maracay.

tigrisoma
It means with the body striped.  It has the appearance of the tiger.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family
Ardeidae.  They are a group of wading birds known as hazelfish, tiger herons or snouts.

tigritos
Plural diminutive of tiger .  Children or offspring of the tigress and the tiger.  Small tigers. 

tiguera
It is a word of Tupi origin that means stubble.  It is used in Brazil to name plantations after harvesting, such as corn.  In
the Dominican Republic tiguere and tiguera are used to mean cunning, sagacity, mischief, skill. 

tija
It's a kind of handle or handle.  Handle, handle, handlebar, handle, handle.  .

tijera
Dressmaking implement used to cut fabrics.  They are also used in cutting hair or paper.  Complies with two elongated
blades connected by a central axis and two eyelets to insert fingers.  In football is a dangerous move performed by a
defender who is thrown back on his opponent with her legs open.

tijeras de botón
There are scissors stronger currents with thick, angled tips. Used in nursing to cut the clothes of a patient without hurting
it.

tijerazo
Scissor augmentative .  Injury caused with a scissors.  Bad cut given with a scissors that damages a fabric or garment. 
Football is a play in which a player stands on his side and in the air makes contact with the ball.  Tijeretazo is also used. 

tijereta
Scissor derivative.  Diminutive and derogatory scissors.  Common name given to a bird in Colombia, also known as
tijereta sabanera.  Its scientific name is Tyrannus savana.  It belongs to the genus Tyrannus and the Family Tyranidae. 
It has long tail feathers.  Artful play in the game of football, by which a player throws himself to knock down his opponent
with his legs open with the bad intention of injuring him.  In Colombia it is also called earwig to a type of insect of the
Order Dermaptera, which is also called clippers or scissor clippers.  They have fences in the form of tweezers, tongs or
scissors on the back of the body or abdomen. 

tijeritate
tijeritate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tijeretear" as meaning:<br>The correct term is tijerea you or
better yet tijeretear you. It is inflection of tijerear or tijeretear. It means cutting with scissors, for example the ends of the
hair.

tijuca
It is the name of a neighborhood of Rio de Janeiro and the name of a Natural National Park of Brazil.  The word is of



Tupi-Guaraní origin and means swamp.  It literally means water that kills.

tikal
It is the name of an ancient Mayan city.  It currently belongs to Guatemala (Municipality of Las Flores, Department of
Petén).  Name of an archaeological site in Guatemala and a National Park.  The name means in Yucateco ancient water
well.  In the Itza language, it means place of voices or languages. 

tiki
Name given in the Polynesian culture of the Pacific to a giant statue of anthropomorphic figure.  Some even give the
appearance of an alien or alien. 

tikray
It means in quechua transform, change, tipping, become, ceasing to be.

tiktokera
Woman or person who practices tik tok. 

tila
Tila is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tila ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Tila
( 41 own name;.  It is the apocope of Domitilla, which is a woman's name, of Latin origin and means home and straight
woman.  Infusion prepared with leaves and Linden flowers.  Medicinal plant.

tilacino
Etymologically it means that it has a sack or bag, which has a sack.  It was one of the common names given to the
extinct Tasmanian wolf, Tasmanian tiger, tilacin or marsupial wolf.  Its scientific name is Thylacinus cynocephalus.  He is
believed to have disappeared around 1936.  Castellanization of the term Thylacinus, which is the genus name of these
marsupial animals and which belonged to the family Thylacinidae.  . 

tilapia del nilo
It's one of the common names of a fish.  It is also known as mojarra, silver mojarra or silver hook mojarra.  Its scientific
name is Oreochromis niloticus .  It is the second most pond-grown species in the world.  It is native to the Nile River and
has spread all over the world.  It's very prolific and invasive.  It belongs to the Cichlidae family.

tilar
Forest, sown or cultivation of linden (plant of the genus Tilia of the Malvaceae family, usually of medicinal uses).  Name
of a musical group. 

tilaran
In Nahuatl language it means place where it rains mecho, rainy place or place of great rain. 

tilarán
It is the name of a city in Costa Rica in the Province of Guanacaste.  Name of a canton in Costa Rica and a district in the
Province of Guanacaste in Costa Rica.  Name of a mountain range in that same region. 



tildar
Mark the tilde in the words that require it.  Colombia uses the word mark as a synonym for accusing, pointing, mark,
delete, censor, denigrate, disapprove, criticize.

tillo
It is an inflection of tillar.  It means palletizing, engage in, cover the ground with tables.  In Ecuador it means veneer,
metal bottle, Czech top chequita.  I tillo is the name of a Russian island in the sea of Kara archipelago of Franz Joseph. 
There is also a small island in the Wllczek Islands, also in the Arctic Ocean.  I tillo is the surname of a Ukrainian
cartographer, called Oleksiy Tillo.

tilo
In Colombia is the name of a city of Yopal (Casanare).  His full name is Whitaker.  It is the name of a medicinal plant in
the Malvaceae family.  Its scientific name is Tilia platyphyllos.  Also receives other common names: tile.  Tey, yew white,
white tile.  tilero.

tilosis
It is a term in Botany.  It is the abnormal and generalised accumulation of tyloses especially the trees due to blockage in
the vessels of the heartwood (scars on the Woody part or xylem, wood).  In medicine it means callus, callosity,
excrescence.

tiluchi
It is one of the common names of a small South American bird.  It is also called mason, baker, homemade, caserito,
alonsito.  Its scientific name is Furnarius rufus.  It belongs to the family Furnariidae.  With this name it is better known in
Bolivia.  

tiluchí
It is one of the common names given in Peru to a small bird, which is also known as an anthill.  Its scientific name is
Terenura sp.   ((meaning soft-tailed) and belongs to the family Thamnophilidae. 

timado
It is an inflection of timar.  To say he was the victim of a scam, who was cheated.

timandra
timandra is incorrectly written and should be written as "Timandra ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In the ancient
Greece, you spouse of King Echemus of Acadia and mother of Laodoco.  It was unfaithful to your spouse with Phileo.

timba
It is a variety of drum or drum very sound of medium or small size of African origin.  Word of African origin that means
drum.  In the Cuban orchestras is a term used to encourage the Orchestra and invite them to give much encouragement
or heart musical interpretations.

timbal
It is an instrument of percision small, like a drum.  It is widely used in interpretation of tropical music, especially salsa.

timbaleta



It's a musical percussion instrument.  It is smaller than a timbal and is usually accompanied by a cowbell.  Diminutive
and derogatory timbal .

timbiriche
It is the name of a child table of squares and dots (paper and pencil game) game.  It is the name of a band of Mexican
children's music, which came out great singers like Thalia and Pulina Rubio.

timbos
Plural of timbo.  In Colombia and in particular is Urabá is a large plastic container for transporting liquids.  Bottles,
carafes, pimpinas, talambucos, calambucos.

timbó
In Argentina and Chile is one of the common names of a stout tree, also called that black, ear, ear, ear of kidney, pinion,
caracaro, pacará, puita, guanacaste, corotú.  Its scientific name is Enterolobium cyclocarpum of the family Fabaceae.  It
is also the name of a site in Paraguay where a battle took place in the Gran Chaco War, also called Acayuazu,
Acaguasu, Acaguasa, or redoubt Cora.

timbón
In Colombia it means big timbo.  Timbo is the same as garraga, plastic caneca or calambuco.  Plastic container used to
load liquids or fuel, with a capacity of several gallons (4 or 5 ) .  By large belly extension .  Man with a bulging belly,
belly, belly.

timeline
It is a word in the English language meaning literally timeline, chronology. 

timir
It is one of the 174 stars of the Serpentarium Constellation or Serpent Bearer (Ophiuchus or Ofiucus).  It is also an
Arabic surname: Surname of a leader and young journalist killed in Bahrain, named Ahmed Ismail Hassan Timir. 

timonel
A person who steers a ship, who operates the rudder.  A person who steers or drives a ship.  Who has the command or
leadership.  Driver, Sailor, Navigator, Pilot, Captain, Leader. 

timorata
It means that he is very afraid, that he is very afraid.  Fearful, cowardly, slack, indecisive, pusillanimous, shy, fearful.

timorato
You want to say fearful, cowardly, loose, indecisive, pusillanimous, shy.

timorés
It means originally, resident or related to Timor, the name of an island in Indonesia.  Timor.


